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Doomsday 2012
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Many websites are predicting the end of the world in Dec 2012.
More than 400 books are listed on Amazon.com dealing with the 2012 doomsday.
2012 date based on Mayan calendar, Nostradamus, I Ching, etc.
Suggested causes include alignment of Sun with galactic center, solar system
crossing of galactic plane, passage of the Sun through the galactic center, flipping
of the Earth’s rotation axes, Nibiru collision, asteroid impacts, solar storms, etc.
Many questioners assume that something terrible will happen in 2012 and then
search for an astronomical cause, not the other way around.
Film “2012” played on all of these fears.
History Channel, Discovery Channel, even National Geographic Channel have
been doing many shows on the coming disaster.
Fox is only “mainstream” media to cover the 2012 doomsday
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Movie 2012
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Sources of the Doomsday Fear
Nancy Lieder: Warning from Extraterrestrials (Zetans)
Zecharia Sitchin: Warning from Ancient Mesopotamia
John Major Jenkins: Warning from Ancient Mayans
Michio Kaku: Warnings from Modern Science
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Nibiru
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rogue planet on 3600-yr orbit that threatens Earth
Discovered by Sumerians (Zecharia Sitchin)
Warned by Zetans (Nancy Lieder)
First predicted for May 2003
Revised for Dec 2012 to coincide with Mayan calendar
Link with Ancient Astronauts
NASA built South Pole Telescope to track it
Information suppressed by governments, Vatican
Already in 2008 Earth’s rotation axis shifting
Responsible for increase in earthquakes, other disasters
Visible to naked eye by 2009
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Nibiru Photo (V838 Mon)
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Distrust of Government
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There haven't been many straight answers on this subject so I don't really expect to get the total
truth from you, but here I go. Is there ANY chance of a Niburu flyby in 2012? And don’t we have
the right to know the truth?
Does NIBIRU exist? And if you are giving me an answer do you have full access to everything in
NASA? Is NASA really controlled by the Masons/Illuminati?
Why won’t you tell us about the orbit of Eris? Your behavior is suspicious and your actions will be
discovered soon so I would suggest a full disclosure.
You the governments and the liars that lie in our faces about the truth will not have much time to
keep lying. Governments know about this, but they won't tell you because there is NOTHING they
can do for you. This planet is doomed.
I hope I can get an honest answer and not a lie. Not that your really going to tell me the truth. I will
not take kind to someone endangering my family cause they want to keep a secret. signed X
military.
I understand you don't want to loose your job. So I know your answer about Nibiru. You, NASA,
the USA government and whoever else will deny till it will be undeniable. Mankind is going to
disappear and nothing will change this truth.
I am getting tired of all the CIA and NSA planes buzzing around my house in
circles like I am some freak at a carnival show. You Roman monkeys can go to hell. Go screw
yourself you atheist whore.
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Fear & Panic
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

I am 18 years old. I don't like lies and I am so scared because i don't want to die yet. I am afraid of
Nibiru and I've seen so many news videos and heard so much about this and I feel trapped -please give me an honest answer.
How sure is NASA about the pole shift and the solar flares? My 12 year old son is freaking out,
and trying to calm him isn't working.
At 26 I am a mother of 2. The last few weeks I have been loosing sleep over this 2012 doomsday
issue that the media promotes to make a dollar, and frankly I think it is sick. I don't want to loose
my children to some awful disaster.
I am a young woman from Denmark. Mother of one daughter and another child coming. Yesterday
I was considering killing myself, the baby in my stomach and my beloved 2 year old daughter
BEFORE December 2012 for fear of having to experience the earth's destruction. I fear that the
rumors are true. That the government is not telling people the truth?! Please tell me the truth.
I have 2 young children and just live to protect them. I can't cope with 3 years of not knowing
what's going to happen. I will truly go mad.
I am in eighth grade and I am considering suicide right now. I am scared to tears. I don't wanna go
to school anymore, I don't wanna spend time with my family anymore, I don't to live anymore. i
believe that i deserve an explanation. A man on TV said that if government officials spoke up they
would be killed.
I am so scared. My only friend is my little dog. When should I put her to sleep so she won’t suffer
when the earth is destroyed.
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Warning the Public
•
•
•

•
•
•

All I got to say to NASA, The Governments, and The Vatican is that you guys need to have
something planned fast, make it public soon, and please do us a favor and tell us the other
secrets we don't know about.
If you say that Nibiru is not there, why cant you arrange a press meet and inform all over world
about this Niburu. this will give answer to all the peoples. i am from India, in India all peoples
talk about this.
Concerning with the news spread of Nibiru, I think you should do press conference on that.
Because, there are a lot of email spread and most of the people are believe in that nonsense.
And they also said that NASA is lying and keep secret. People of my neighborhood were busy
with telescopes spying Nibiru in the sky.
I heard about the work you are doing on NPR and my heart broke hearing about those
individuals who are so frightened by the 2012 predictions that they are considering such
drastic measures as taking their own or loved ones lives.
Since all this 2012 thing is a scam, websites should be pulled down. And shouldn't there be a
law in the future to stop scaring people like that.
Since NASA is part of the government and you are close to the president, why can't NASA
stress to Obama to personally address the nation on these matters to rest everyone’s mind?
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Personal Attacks
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

You are a liar. There is a second star approaching, told about by almost every ancient
civilization. It is why all the governments of earth are spraying chemtrails every day globally. It is
why there is a doomsday seed vault. You have stolen our money to build yourselves
underground bases while you plan to leave us on the surface to die. May you rot in the hell
you’ve made for yourselves.
I can't believe this!, you still have the gall to lie to the hole world about planet X Nibiru, How dare
you do that, yet you keep on calling youself a Senior Scientist.
I am shocked of how much a man can lie to the public. You are a disgrace to the human kind. I
guess your entire life is based on a lie, since you do it so well.
You scumbag lying imbecile -- you are no scientist, you're a paid government stooge and you
know the dwarf star is passing by in 5 months. Enjoy you're eternity in Hell you deserve it.
With the coming of Nibiru & "The Aliens" why do you bother to lie? "We" are not as stupid as you
think. Wouldn't it be better in the long run for your Organization & Government to release all the
information?
The questions is not why you are lying, but how you think this will help you survive.
Screw you NASA for lying to the public. I thought NASA was stupid but you proved it.
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Comet Elenin (C2010 X1)
•

•

•

•

Elenin is a long-period comet, with 10,000 year period. Russian amateur astronomer Leonid Elenin
discovered it with a robotic telescope in New Mexico on 10 December 2010. It reaches perihelion
on 10 September 2011 and is closest to the Earth on 16 October at a distance of 34 million km,
approximately 100 times the distance to the Moon. The comet is roughly 5 km in diameter, and (like
all comets) it is visible only because it outgases an extensive, tenuous atmosphere as it is warmed
by the Sun. It has remained faint through June 2011, and it may never become a naked eye object.
One of the frequent claims on conspiracy theory websites is that this comet exerted strong
gravitational or electromagnetic effects on Earth, shifting our axis by 3 degrees in February 2010
precipitating the Chile Earthquake, and that it also caused a larger pole shift that triggered the
Japan earthquakes of March 2011. They say that this proves that Elenin is not a comet at all, but a
much more massive (and dangerous) interloper, probably a brown dwarf.
Elenin cannot possibly be a massive object like a brown dwarf. If it were, it would not have a coma
or tail, since the gas cannot escape from an object with substantial gravity. In addition, if it were
massive we would be seeing its gravitational influence on the orbits of the planets, especially Mars
and Earth, but there is no change in these orbits. Finally, if it were a brown dwarf it would have been
easily detected in various previous astronomical surveys, including the recent WISE infrared
mission, even when it was still in the outer solar system.
Some conspiracy websites suggest that the comet is accompanied by a giant UFO, which controls
its orbit. They assert that aliens are steering the comet (or brown dwarf) into collision with Earth.
Some claim that Elenin is really Nibiru.
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Face on Mars
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discovered by Viking scientists in 1977
Richard Hoagland makes this his cause
Pyramid, City and other nonsense
Mars Observer failure
New Images from Mars Global Surveyor
Conspiracy Theories (did NASA bomb the Face)
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Photos of Face on Mars
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Moon Hoax

• Arguments against Moon landings
–
–
–
–

Technology for Moon landings did not exist
Humans would be killed beyond Van Allen belts
TV and photos from Moon obviously faked
NASA killed astronauts who dissented (according to Fox TV)

• Counterarguments
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

400,000 NASA Apollo workers involved
A dozen astronauts who landed
400 kg of returned samples
Independent tracking by British, USSR
Laser retro-reflectors on Moon
Detailed analysis of TV & photos from Moon
LRO images of landers, ALSEP packages, astronaut tracks
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The Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter
Camera (LROC) on board the Lunar
Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) was
afforded its first of many opportunities to
image the six Apollo landing sites July 11
through 15 with its high resolution Narrow
Angle Cameras (NACs). These early
images show the Lunar Module descent
stages left behind by the departing
astronauts.

•Apollo 11 (UL; 282 meters wide)
• Apollo 15 (UR; 384 meters wide)
•Apollo 16 (ML; 256 meters wide)
•Apollo 17 (MR; 359 meters wide)
•Apollo 14 (Bottom; 538 meters wide)
[NASA/GSFC/Arizona State
University].
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Cosmophobia
• I call this new concern “cosmophobia”, fear of the cosmos.
• Astronomical objects or phenomena that people are afraid of:
changes in the Sun’s magnetic field, shifts in polarity of the
Earth’s magnetic field, disappearance of the Earth’s field,
solar storms (flares or coronal mass ejections), changes in
the Earths rotation axis, alignment of Jupiter and Saturn,
alignment of the Sun with the galactic center, crossing of the
galactic equator, the black hole in the galactic center, black
holes generally, the dark rift in the Milky Way, impact on the
Earth by asteroid Apophis, or by asteroid FX, or by Comet
Eleinin, or by the dwarf planet Eris, impact on the Sun by a
suicidal planet, supernovas, hypernovas, and the individual
stars Betelgeuse, Eta Carinae, Antares and WR 104.
• Cosmophobia could be one of the worst long-term
consequences of the 2012 doomsday hoax: to make people
fearful of astronomy and the universe.
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